Faculty Forum (1:00-1:30): Gen Ed open house - We will be voting on the GE proposal at the FA meeting, so if you have any lingering questions on the proposal (including the changes that have been made to it), please come to the Forum at 1pm. The proposal, a summary, and results of the survey can all be found on the GETFII webpage.

Faculty Assembly (1:30-3:00):

1) Reports (FA President, President Mercer, Provost Barnett)
2) Approval of minutes of September meeting
3) Presentations by nominees for the FA President position (2016-2018)
4) Decision item (FAEC): creation of an FA Library Renovations Task Force. The charge, developed through FAEC, can be found on the FA Reports page.
5) Decision item (ARC): General Education Revision. The revised Report, and a summary, are on the FA Reports page.